SITE LOCATION MAP
SCALE: 1" = 1000'

DRAWING INDEX

1. COVER SHEET AND DRAWING INDEX
2. PROJECT LOCATION PLAN
3. KEY PLAN
4. ASPENWOOD LOCATION PLAN
5. ASPENWOOD SOUTH LAYOUT PLAN
6. ASPENWOOD SOUTH LAYOUT PLAN
7. ASPENWOOD HAYSTACK LOOP LAYOUT PLAN
8. HUNTWOOD LOCATION PLAN
9. HUNTWOOD LAYOUT PLAN
10. HUNTWOOD LAYOUT PLAN

DRAWING INDEX CONT.

11. HUNTWOOD LAYOUT PLAN
12. HUNTWOOD LAYOUT PLAN
13. HUNTWOOD LAYOUT PLAN
14. HUNTWOOD LAYOUT PLAN
15. PRESIDENTIAL ESTATES LOCATION PLAN
16. PRESIDENTIAL ESTATES LAYOUT PLAN
17. PRESIDENTIAL ESTATES LAYOUT PLAN
18. PRESIDENTIAL ESTATES LAYOUT PLAN
19. TYPICAL FOUNDATION DETAIL
KEY NOTES:

1. RECYCLED PLASTIC BENCH WITH BACK MEC-003 (BIG TOYS)
2. RECYCLED PLASTIC 6’ PICNIC TABLE 580-0091 (BURKE)
3. SPEEDY SPINNER 67533 (PLAY & PARK STRUCTURES)
4. 3’ DOUBLE WIDE SLIDE AFRO141XX (SUPERIOR RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS)
5. 4 RUBBER MUSHROOMS MODEL MS-02, ZIG-ZAG STEPPING PATTERN (SUPERIOR RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS)
6. ROCKER & GLIDE - DOUBLE SWINGS MEC-243 (BIG TOYS)
7. PLAYSHELL CIRCULAR CLIMBER BT-278 (BIG TOYS)
8. SINGLE HUMP CAMEL JR. CLIMBER MODEL: TFR16985XX (SUPERIOR RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS)
9. NEW WHIRL & TWIRL BT-003 (BIG TOYS)
10. ZIG-ZAG BALANCE BEAM 90021016XX (SUPERIOR)
11. CAMEL BACK KIDS CLIMBER 90007112XX (SUPERIOR RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS)
12. SYNCHRO SPINNER MBT-410 (BIG TOYS)
13. SYNCHRO POD MBT-430 (BIG TOYS)
14. MOVING TUNNELS EC-625 (BIG TOYS)
15. NATURE CURBING
16. BASKETBALL COURT:
   -2 RECTANGULAR BACKBOARDS 590-0025 (BURKE) WITH 2 BACKBOARD SHOOTERS SQUARE DECALS (BURKE)
   -2 DOUBLE RIM BASKETBALL GOALS & NYLON NETS 046-0038 (BURKE)
17. PLAY STRUCTURE R3-10071 (SUPERIOR RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS)
18. 3.5” ARCH SWING FRAME (2 BAYS) WITH 4 BELT SWINGS (SUPERIOR RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS)
19. 3.5” ARCH SWING FRAME (2 BAYS) WITH 2 BUCKET SEATS AND 2 BELT SWINGS (SUPERIOR RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS)
20. CIRCULAR HOOP BIKE RACK - IN GROUND 5 USERS FAB-37384XX (SUPERIOR RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS)

NOTE:
ALL PRODUCTS DESCRIBED ARE PROVIDED AS A BASIS OF DESIGN. PRODUCTS EQUAL TO THOSE DESCRIBED THAT MEET THE SAME DESIGN INTENT WILL BE CONSIDERED SUBJECT TO THE REVIEW AND APPROVAL BY THE ENGINEER.
ASPENWOOD HAYSTACK LOOP

EXISTING PLAY AREA

EXISTING SWINGS

NEW PLAY AREA WITH SAND BEDDING PROVIDED BY TOWN

ASPENWOOD SOUTH

STONY CREEK PARK DISTRICT NO. 1

ASPENWOOD LOCATION PLAN

PLAYGROUND IMPROVEMENTS CLIFTON PARK, NY
KEY NOTES:

2. RECYCLED PLASTIC 6' PICNIC TABLE 580-0091 (BURKE)

5. 4 RUBBER MUSHROOMS MODEL MS-02, ZIG-ZAG STEPPING PATTERN (SUPERIOR RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS)

NOTES:

1. REFER TO SHEET 3 FOR FULL KEY NOTES

2. EXISTING EQUIPMENT REMOVAL NOT IN CONTRACT AND WILL BE COMPLETED BY OTHERS

3. FOR BIDDING PURPOSES FOR ASPENWOOD ASSUME THE FOLLOWING TOTALS:
   • 6" SAND BEDDING PROVIDED BY TOWN
   • BOXOUT, LEVELING, AND DISPOSAL OF EARTHWORK

STONY CREEK PARK DISTRICT NO. 1
ASPENWOOD SOUTH
LAYOUT PLAN
PLAYGROUND IMPROVEMENTS CLIFTON PARK, NY
KEY NOTES:

3. SPEEDY SPINNER 67533 (PLAY & PARK STRUCTURES)

4. 3’ DOUBLE WIDE SLIDE AFRO141XX (SUPERIOR RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS)

7. PLAYSHELL CIRCULAR CLIMBER BT-278 (BIG TOYS)

8. SINGLE HUMP CAMEL JR. CLIMBER MODEL: TFR16985XX (SUPERIOR RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS)

NOTES:

1. REFER TO SHEET 3 FOR FULL KEY NOTES

2. EXISTING EQUIPMENT REMOVAL NOT IN CONTRACT AND WILL BE COMPLETED BY OTHERS

3. FOR BIDDING PURPOSES FOR ASPENWOOD ASSUME THE FOLLOWING TOTALS:
   - 6” SAND BEDDING PROVIDED BY TOWN
   - BOXOUT, LEVELING, AND DISPOSAL OF EARTHWORK
KEY NOTES:

4. 3' DOUBLE WIDE SLIDE AFRO141XX (SUPERIOR RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS)

6. ROCKER & GLIDE - DOUBLE SWINGS MEC-243 (BIG TOYS)

9. NEW WHIRL & TWIRL BT-003 (BIG TOYS)

NOTES:

1. REFER TO SHEET 3 FOR FULL KEY NOTES

2. EXISTING EQUIPMENT REMOVAL NOT IN CONTRACT AND WILL BE COMPLETED BY OTHERS

3. FOR BIDDING PURPOSES FOR ASPENWOOD ASSUME THE FOLLOWING TOTALS:
   • 6" SAND BEDDING PROVIDED BY TOWN
   • BOXOUT, LEVELING, AND DISPOSAL OF EARTHWORK
KEY NOTES:

1. RECYCLED PLASTIC BENCH WITH BACK MEC-003 (BIG TOYS)

NOTES:

1. REFER TO SHEET 3 FOR FULL KEY NOTES
2. EXISTING EQUIPMENT REMOVAL NOT IN CONTRACT AND WILL BE COMPLETED BY OTHERS
NEW PLAY AREA WITH EDGING. WOOD CHIP BEDDING PROVIDED BY TOWN.

EXISTING BASKETBALL COURT

NEW PLAY AREA WITH EDGING. WOOD CHIP BEDDING PROVIDED BY TOWN.
KEY NOTES:

11  CAMEL BACK KIDS CLIMBER 90007112XX (SUPERIOR RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS)

18  3.5" ARCH SWING FRAME (2 BAYS) WITH 4 BELT SWINGS (SUPERIOR RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS)

NOTES:

1. REFER TO SHEET 3 FOR FULL KEY NOTES

2. EXISTING EQUIPMENT REMOVAL NOT IN CONTRACT AND WILL BE COMPLETED BY OTHERS

3. FOR BIDDING PURPOSES FOR HUNTWOOD ASSUME THE FOLLOWING TOTALS:
   • 400 LF NATURE CURBING
   • 8" DEEP WOOD CHIP BEDDING PROVIDED BY TOWN
   • 550 SQ BASKETBALL COURT
   • BOXOUT, LEVEL, AND DISPOSAL OF EARTHWORK
KEY NOTES:

2. RECYCLED PLASTIC 6' PICNIC TABLE 580-0091 (BURKE)

17. PLAY STRUCTURE R3-10071 (SUPERIOR RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS)

19. 3.5" ARCH SWING FRAME (2 BAYS) WITH 2 BUCKET SEATS AND 2 BELT SWINGS (SUPERIOR RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS)

NOTES:

1. REFER TO SHEET 3 FOR FULL KEY NOTES

2. EXISTING EQUIPMENT REMOVAL NOT IN CONTRACT AND WILL BE COMPLETED BY OTHERS

3. FOR BIDDING PURPOSES FOR HUNTWOOD ASSUME THE FOLLOWING TOTALS:
   • 400 LF NATURE CURBING
   • 8" DEEP WOOD CHIP BEDDING PROVIDED BY TOWN
   • 550 SY BASKETBALL COURT
   • BOXOUT, LEVEL, AND DISPOSAL OF EARTHWORK
KEY NOTES:

BASKETBALL COURT:
- 2 RECTANGULAR BACKBOARDS 590-0025 (BURKE) WITH 2 BACKBOARD SHOOTERS SQUARE DECALS (BURKE)
- 2 DOUBLE RIM BASKETBALL GOALS & NYLON NETS 046-0038 (BURKE)

NOTES:
1. REFER TO SHEET 3 FOR FULL KEY NOTES
2. EXISTING EQUIPMENT REMOVAL NOT IN CONTRACT AND WILL BE COMPLETED BY OTHERS
3. FOR BIDDING PURPOSES FOR HUNTWOOD ASSUME THE FOLLOWING TOTALS:
   - 400 LF NATURE CURBING
   - 8" DEEP WOOD CHIP BEDDING PROVIDED BY TOWN
   - 550 SQ BASKETBALL COURT
   - BOXOUT, LEVEL, AND DISPOSAL OF EARTHWORK
4. SEAL COAT AND STRIPE BASKETBALL COURT

STRIPING DETAIL
KEY NOTES:

15. NATURE CURBING

NOTES:

1. REFER TO SHEET 3 FOR FULL KEY NOTES

2. EXISTING EQUIPMENT REMOVAL NOT IN CONTRACT AND WILL BE COMPLETED BY OTHERS

3. FOR BIDDING PURPOSES FOR HUNTWOOD ASSUME THE FOLLOWING TOTALS:
   • 400 LF NATURE CURBING
   • 8" DEEP WOOD CHIP BEDDING PROVIDED BY TOWN
   • 550 SY BASKETBALL COURT
   • BOXOUT, LEVEL, AND DISPOSAL OF EARTHWORK
KEY NOTES:

1. NATURE CURBING

NOTES:

1. REFER TO SHEET 3 FOR FULL KEY NOTES
2. EXISTING EQUIPMENT REMOVAL NOT IN CONTRACT AND WILL BE COMPLETED BY OTHERS
3. FOR BIDDING PURPOSES FOR HUNTWOOD ASSUME THE FOLLOWING TOTALS:
   - 400 LF NATURE CURBING
   - 8" DEEP WOOD CHIP BEDDING PROVIDED BY TOWN
   - 550 SY BASKETBALL COURT
   - BOXOUT, LEVEL, AND DISPOSAL OF EARTHWORK
EXISTING PLAY AREA WITH NEW PLAY EQUIPMENT. 2" REFRESHED WOOD CHIP BEDDING PROVIDED BY TOWN.

EXISTING PLAY AREA WITH NEW BENCH. 2" REFRESHED WOOD CHIP BEDDING PROVIDED BY TOWN.

NEW PICNIC TABLE

NEW BIKE RACK
KEY NOTES:

- 10 ZIG-ZAG BALANCE BEAM 90021016XX (SUPERIOR)
- 15 NATURE CURBING

NOTES:

1. REFER TO SHEET 3 FOR FULL KEY NOTES

2. EXISTING EQUIPMENT REMOVAL NOT IN CONTRACT AND WILL BE COMPLETED BY OTHERS

3. FOR BIDDING PURPOSES FOR PRESIDENTIAL ESTATES ASSUME THE FOLLOWING TOTALS:
   - 150 LF NATURE CURBING
   - 2" DEEP REFRESH OF WOOD CHIPS PROVIDED BY TOWN

4. CURBING AROUND SWINGS TO BE SET A MINIMUM OF 2 TIMES THE ARC LENGTH OF THE SWING TO BOTH THE FRONT AND THE BACK OF THE SWINGS
KEY NOTES:

2. RECYCLED PLASTIC 6' PICNIC TABLE 580-0091 (BURKE)

12. SYNCHRO SPINNER MBT-410 (BIG TOYS)

13. SYNCHRO POD MBT-430 (BIG TOYS)

14. MOVING TUNNELS EC-625 (BIG TOYS)

NOTES:

1. REFER TO SHEET 3 FOR FULL KEY NOTES

2. EXISTING EQUIPMENT REMOVAL NOT IN CONTRACT AND WILL BE COMPLETED BY OTHERS

3. FOR BIDDING PURPOSES FOR PRESIDENTIAL ESTATES ASSUME THE FOLLOWING TOTALS:
   • 150 LF NATURE CURBING
   • 2" DEEP REFRESH OF WOOD CHIPS PROVIDED BY TOWN
KEY NOTES:

CIRCULAR HOOP BIKE RACK - IN GROUND 5 USERS FAB-37384XX (SUPERIOR RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS)

NOTES:

1. REFER TO SHEET 3 FOR FULL KEY NOTES
2. EXISTING EQUIPMENT REMOVAL NOT IN CONTRACT AND WILL BE COMPLETED BY OTHERS
3. FOR BIDDING PURPOSES FOR PRESIDENTIAL ESTATES ASSUME THE FOLLOWING TOTALS:
   • 150 LF NATURE CURBING
   • 2" DEEP REFRESH OF WOOD CHIPS PROVIDED BY TOWN
STONY CREEK PARK DISTRICT NO. 1

TYPICAL FOUNDATION DETAIL

PLAYGROUND IMPROVEMENTS   CLIFTON PARK, NY

DATE: 7/23/2018

SCALE: N.T.S.

19

EQUIPMENT FOUNDATION DETAIL